INTERDISCIPLINARY PROJECT: GRADE – X (2022-23)
TOPIC: INDIA - A GLORIFIED PAST, EVEN A GLORIFYING FUTURE
Dear Students,
A famous American Writer, Mark Twain said, “India is the cradle of the human race, the
birthplace of human speech, the mother of history, the grandmother of legend, and our most
valuable and most artistic materials on the history of man are treasured up in India only!” India
has been a country subjected to challenges and has always outshined itself. One can’t understand
India without studying the different religious epics. Many of the challenges that India and even
the world currently face have their analogy in ‘the greatest story ever told’.
धर्मेच अर्थेच कार्मेच र्मोक्षेच भरतर्षभ: |
यदिहास्ति दतन्यत्र। यन्नेहास्ति न तत्क्विचत्॥
The shloka in the great epic depicts its scale and scope quite effectively. It means, that whatever
virtues like Dharma, Artha, Kama and Moksha exist in this world, exist in this text, if not found
in epics is not found elsewhere either.
India alias Bharat, Aryawarta was multipolar, its leading powers balancing each other in any war
mentioned in the epics. When this fierce rivalry between two balancing poles could not be
contained, other powers had to eventually take sides. The costs and benefits were constantly
weighed then and weighed now too by relevant parties. The choices made by the powers define
the current geopolitics.
India is at the cynosure of being the world leader for its contribution to each and every continent
of the globe. Currently India is engaged with various countries for their infrastructure
development, capacity building, and socio-economic development. There are achievements that
set examples, actions that speak & stance taken at the time of need makes you a world leader.







Garnered the position of being No.2 for being a hub for unicorn start-ups after U.S.A
Lent helping hands to countries in Indian Sub-continent when in need and sending timely
help like medicines during pandemic.
Skilfully managed the greatest warzone evacuation of recent times. (Yemen and Ukraine
to name a few.)
ISRO's innovative use of the gravity sling shot to help Mangalyaan take to space is a
classic example of India being an innovator is taking giant strides in space, science and
technology
During the on-going pandemic, Made-In-India vaccines got praises from across the world
as it arrives to help countries start mass-vaccination against Covid-19
As per The Renewable Energy Country Attractiveness Index (RECAI) which is
responsible for providing ranks to the world’s top 40 markets on the attractiveness of
their renewable energy investment and deployment opportunities, India is ranked third in
the world

And the list goes on…………….
Let’s feel the pride in being an Indian & have a quick check on how much we know (as a student)
about India while carrying out this project.
At Meridian School, Madhapur, our thrust is on an integrated approach about multidisciplinary
learning on day-to-day basis which attempts to focus on building holistic learning of our future
leaders “The Students”.
We, welcome you to explore, the unexplored through this project and ensure that you are a part
of active learning process wherein application and theoretical study go hand in hand so that you
can learn to explore your world of possibilities.
Here is a great opportunity to unleash creativity within you and showcase your talent by
continuously reflecting as you progress with all the parts of the project.
Happy fun-filled Learning!!!

TEAM MERIDIAN

***********************************************************

1.TOPIC
INDIA’S RISE FROM ELECTION TO SELECTION - STEPS EMERGING TOWARDS
BECOMING GLOBAL SUPER POWER / VISHWA GURU
Indeed, the country that showed the whole world its academic brilliance through Sushrutha,
Charak, Kalidasa and Aryabhatta deserves to gain the same pedestal of being “Vishwa Guru”
again.
While India continues to strengthen its partnerships in Asia and the global south, a more
productive partnership with the West helps secure a growing array of India’s national interests
and adds to a new depth for India’s international relations.
And 75 years later, India is a story of success, yet a story of unfulfilled potential. It is a story of
democracy which has beaten all odds. It is a story of that unity which is increasingly under threat
due to external and internal factors.
Mentees should do any two activities from the following:

ACTIVITY 1.1: DIARY ON CITIZEN REPORTING
Become a Citizen reporter and bring out the flair of reporting on any issue of concern (Currently
any national & international issue which needs immediate attention) from within you:
Create a Diary as a Citizen Reporter and file a news article with pros and cons view on any issue
that you want to choose (such as Indian Students stranded in Ukraine and effort to get them back
to India Safely, Helping Sri Lanka with aid to fight the economic crisis, Socio-Economic impact
that Ukraine and Russia are facing directly and other countries are facing indirectly, Building
Parliament House in Afghanistan, Helping all the countries across the globe with Made-In-India
vaccine for the start of immunization of COVID - 19 and so on….) basis your understanding of
the subject. News topics can be on any aspect but have to be dealt with maturity and without any
inhibitions from your end highlighting the issue which is currently grave or can become graver
in days to come.
Students will write and file an article as a
part of Diary on Citizen Reporting. You
can take help of references from
newspaper or magazine articles but have to
write an article in your own words
highlighting the pros and cons on the
subject. The article should be of minimum
1 A-4 page or 2000 words whichever is
deemed fit at your respective end. There
are no restrictions on the upper limit. Your
creativity backed with factual information
will ascertain your understanding on the
subject. You can also choose the comments or statements given by various international bodies,
dignitaries (political leaders) and international organizations (such as WHO, UNHRC, UNO,
World Bank, International Court of Law and so on….) on the topic chosen for the said activity.
ACTIVITY 1. 2 – A SURVEY ON UNIVERSAL ADULT FRANCHISE IN INDIA
Democracy runs like a golden thread in the social, economic and political
fabric woven by the Constitution given by ‘We, the People of India’ unto
ourselves.
There is a huge electoral system that has been engaged in managing
elections in India. The task of conducting free, fair and impartial elections
is entrusted to an impartial constitutional authority which is known as the
Election Commission. The Election Commission is not a legal but is a
constitutional body. Students will conduct a survey among different age
groups of voters and create awareness among the new voters through
templates, interviews etc.

ACTIVITY 1. 3 – INDIA IN THE WORDS OF NOTABLE PERSONALITIES ACROSS
THE GLOBE
Bring out the act of recording dialogue/ statement writing of Notable Figures mentioned in
context of India in past and present, an inherited talent within you which needs to be optimized
at your respective end: Record by scribbling the dialogue/statement said about India by the
Notable figures on the empty white sheet basis your understanding of the subject.

India is a vast, diverse country that is home to over a billion people and boasts a rich cultural
history.
Will Durant, American historian had said "India was the motherland of our race, and Sanskrit
the mother of Europe's languages: she was the mother of our philosophy; mother, through the
Arabs, of much of our mathematics; mother, through the Buddha, of the ideals embodied in
Christianity; mother, through the village community, of self-government and democracy. Mother
India is in many ways the mother of us all."
Students will record dialogues / statements spoken or written by Notable figures and eminent
global personalities which have made statements on India alias Bharat or Aryawarta in past and
present on various subjects such as art, culture, foreign policy, people, epics, sustainability,
global warning, education, social sectors and so on…

2.TOPIC
INDIA- YOGA, BHAGWAD GITA AND BEYOND

THE BANYAN TREE

The tree of a nation is one of the images of pride necessary for the country’s personality. The
tree should hold colossal social importance that echoes through the nation’s mind. Being local
to that nation adds to the tree’s special status to be considered as a national image and symbol.
The public tree is an instrument of projecting certain philosophical or profound qualities, which
live at the center of the nation’s legacy. The national tree of India is the Banyan tree, its scientific
name is “Ficus Benghalensis”. The tree is valued and revered in many religious texts and
influenced the way of thinking of people in different aspects of life. The tree is also known as
‘Kalpa Vriksha’ or ‘Tree of Wish Fulfilment’ since ancient days it is a natural abode for many
flora and fauna. It’s also quoted in ‘Charak Samhita’ for its therapeutic use and is considered one
of the most sacred trees. The actual size of the banyan tree makes it a home for animals and birds.
For quite a long time, the banyan tree has been an important place in villages and towns for social
networking and gathering. The banyan tree is huge from the outside and sends new shoots from
its underlying foundations, making the tree a knot of branches, roots, and trunks. The existence
of the banyan tree is extremely long and is considered an everlasting tree.

The Banyan Tree is designated as a national tree. This tree is extremely extensive and
enormously spreading tree in all directions. This tree is vital in Life. Since Gowtham Buddha got
enlightenment under the Peepal tree. Similarly, the banyan tree is considered the Tree of
Knowledge or Wisdom. The banyan tree is viewed as equivalent to the creator. Banyan trees are
sacred and represent eternal life because it supports their expanding canopy by growing special
roots from their branches. Perhaps more than at any other time, the world needs enlightened
decisions to deal with humankind’s myriad problems.
ACTIVITY 2.1.
Students are to collect ‘The Speaking Tree’ articles from ‘The Times of India’ and cut those
articles and paste them into a manuscript made like an old palm-leaf manuscript used in the olden
days in Vedic scriptures. To give it a vintage and an ancient look, they can dip the papers into
tea or coffee decoction and make a manuscript with the same paper. They can also use handmade
paper to give it a vintage and an old look. The students can either use twine thread to tie or can
spiral bind the English Project.
ACTIVITY 2.2.
Articles on Yoga, Bhagwad Gita, and Energy should be read and collected for the project.
ACTIVITY 2.3
a. Write a poem on “The Banyan Tree” using the relevant words given in the social project.
b. Write an article or newspaper report on the following topics:
(i) India’s Foreign policy.
(ii) India’s rise as a soft power in terms of yoga and spiritualism

3.TOPIC:
INDIA – THE COUNTRY TO LOOK FORWARD

“At the stroke of the midnight hour, when the world sleeps, India
will awake to life and freedom.”
– Jawharlal Nehru
This is absolutely true as far as India’s stand is concerned with its neighbours and countries in
need.
As Jawaharlal Nehru rightly said, India believes in secular outlook and equality and we as
country always stand for those who needed. India believes in timely help to those in their dire
circumstances. Since 1947 till date there is a lot of influx of refugees from different countries,
India has accepted many of them with open arms and helped many countries in their dire need.
India has been influential in the subcontinent for the helping hand it extended to many countries.
India in its 76 years as an independent
nation-state has seen its fair share of
refugee problems and received wave
after wave refugees from many of its
neighbours and it all started with
partition itself.
In 1948, India-Pakistan War
In 1959, The Tibetan refugees
In 1971, Bangladeshi refugees
In 1979, The Afghan refugees
In 1983, The Sri Lankan Tamil refugees
In 2016, The Rohingya refugees
LEARNING OBJECTIVES/ OUTCOME OF THEPROJECT:
The activity will enable the mentees to understand the relationship
of India with the neighbouring countries and the unity among the different nations in Global
perspective. It would also help to enhance the verbal interpretation of the mentees and also help
to showcase their skills on comparative analysis of different countries by using graphical,
pictorial and mathematical skills.
ACTIVITY – 3.1
Mentees need to conduct a research and collect the data on the number of refugees of any 5 major
refugee arrivals to India from 1947 till date and depict as a bar graph / pictograph / pie-chart.

4. TOPIC
INDIA’S NUCLEAR ENERGY BOOM
Learning Outcome- Mentees will be able to know about the history of nuclear energy in India,
contribution of Scientists and future of nuclear energy in India.
India's dependence on imported energy resources and the inconsistent reform of the energy sector
are challenges to satisfying rising demand. In actual terms, primary energy consumption from
fossil fuels is expected to increase by 120%. There is an acute demand for more reliable power
supplies. To meet the electricity requirements of the nation, apart from Thermal Power Plants,
Nuclear Power plants is the need of the hour.

ACTIVITY - 4.1






Investigate the history of Nuclear Power Plants in India and prepare a timeline of the
same till date.
Draw a Basic design of nuclear power plant mentioning the importance of the parts.
Explain the principle in working of nuclear reactor.
What are Characteristics of a location are considered for the construction and
establishment of the nuclear power plants?
List out the effective Methods of managing storage of nuclear fuel and disposal of spent
fuel.
Write down the impact of radioactive exposure and its effect on humans working at the
Nuclear Power plants and Population living in the surrounding areas.

ACTIVITY - 4.2
India is observing the 47th anniversary of its first nuclear test in Rajasthan's Pokhran on
Tuesday. It made India a nuclear power. The test was codenamed 'Smiling Buddha' and
conducted on May 18, 1974. The name was chosen because the test was conducted on
Buddha Purnima that year.
In succession to it the next test was done in May, 1998 at Pokhran.




Compare and contrast the nuclear tests at Pokhran in 1974 and 1998.
Investigate and prepare a report, if the nuclear tests involved Fission or Fusion Reaction.

Links for reference:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_power_in_India
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smiling_Buddha
https://world-nuclear.org/information-library/country-profiles/countries-g-n/india.aspx
Can get some insights from Movie Paramanu.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HDbXylKuxOk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2W-GEE6YU4M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1U6Nzcv9V

5. TOPIC
BHARAT HAI JAAN HAMARI

LEARNING OBJECTIVES/ OUTCOME OF THE PROJECT:

6.TOPIC:
మన పంచ భూతాల (Five Elements)

GUIDELINES FOR THE PROJECT:
 The project should be done subject wise on A4 sheets / PPT/ Magazine etc.,
 The presentation should be as follows:
✔ Cover page - (stating the topic and the personal details of the student
name, class, section, roll no),
✔ Acknowledgement
✔ Index - (Activity number and subject)
✔ Introduction of topic followed by a bibliography.
❖ Project should be neat and presentable and data accuracy to be ensured.

❖ The distribution of marks will be based on the following below parameters:
✔ Content accuracy and originality - 2M
✔ Presentation and creativity - 2M
✔ Neatness and timely submission- 2M
✔ Viva- 2M
✔ Written test (objective) for content assimilation on the day of submission-2M
*NOTE: SUBMISSION DATE - 15th June, 2022

